Introduction
Combinatorial methods are being widely implemented in the field of optical sensor development. The combinatorial concept is based on the relative ease of production of a large number of potential targets, of which it is hoped that some will exhibit the desired specifications of the researcher. This combinatorial approach is clearly different from the 'classical' rational design and individual creation of specific targets, in that the stress is not on the initial, specific design of the desired system, but on the testing of the large number of resultant targets to determine successful hits. Linked to a proper screening methodology and data processing, it allows for the facile search and optimization of a target lead structure for a certain purpose, for example, drug discovery, catalysis, bimolecular interaction studies or sensitive probe discovery.
Many different types of combinatorial methods have already been employed for obtaining new sensitive probes. Conventional probes that exploit specific interactions between analyte and receptor have been made by combinatorial chemistry. A nice example is the work of Walt et al. in which a combinatorial approach, based on azo coupling of diazonium salts with different phenolic compounds or different aromatic amines, generated a library of azo dyes. Each synthesized compound is a chelate agent for a heavy metal ion and each one showed a different UV-vis absorbance spectrum upon binding to selected metal ions [1] . In the same line multiparallel peptide synthesis was used to make a cyclopeptide library that attached to a glass surface works as an amino acid sensor by reflectometric interference spectroscopy [2] . The split-and-pool method has been used to generate a combinatorial library with more than 4000 different tripetides for the discovery of ATP binding receptors in order to develop an ATP sensor [3] . Other peptide sensors [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] have been similarly developed utilizing a wide range of optical detection methods [10] . A different combinatorial approach was used by the group of Brown for the construction of metal binding sites; the method is called in vitro selection. With this method they obtained catalytic DNA that can bind a metal ion of choice strongly and specifically. The desired DNA strand was found within a library of 10 14 -10 15 random DNA/RNA sequences. By labeling the resulting DNA with a fluorophore-quencher pair they made a new class and metal ion fluorescent (bio)sensor [11] . Additionally, combinatorial methods have successfully been used to generate arrays of nonspecific sensors comprising partially specific molecular receptors [12] . The screening of such libraries yields different patterns of responses for different analytes. This approach, called differential sensing, is best illustrated by the work of Dickinson et al. [13] on sensor arrays for odor recognition (electronic noses). Related to differential sensing, Mayr et al. [14] have recently developed cross-reactive sensor arrays in microtiter plate format, in which, owing to the construction of an array of unspecific sensors, determination of mixtures of divalent calcium, copper, nickel, cadmium and zinc ions is performed. Finally, combinatorial chemistry has also been used to produce certain types of molecular imprinted polymers that show specificity to the template molecule used for their formation. Thus, the polymer is made in the presence of a template molecule generating a polymer microenvironment for the imprint molecule during the polymerization process. The resulting polymer network contains then synthetic receptors that are complementary in size, shape and functional group orientation to the template molecule [15] . Libraries of fluorescent polymers have also been generated as has been shown by the work of Dordick, who made a sensor array for Fe 3+ , Cu 2+ , Co 2+ and Ni 2+ consisting of 15 phenolic homopolymers and copolymers generated from five phenolic monomers.
The sensing process is based on the change of intrinsic polyphenol fluorescence upon addition of a metal ion mixture to an aqueous suspension of a polyphenol [16] . The vast number of targets produced by combinatorial methods begets the need for effective and efficient screening for hit identification. To this end, surface immobilization and individual addressability of chemical sensing systems are advantageous because they allow for facile analyte sensing to be performed in parallel. For that purpose, platforms have been developed that contain or immobilize targets in order to facilitate high throughput screening (HTS) technologies, originally exploited in the field of biosensors [17, 18] , such as microtiter plate and microarray technologies, fiber optic tips and solid-phase synthesis [19] . For instance, solid-phase synthesis on the bottom of a microtiter plate has been used by Gauglitz to perform label-free parallel screening of a combinatorial triazine library [20] . To date, surface-immobilized chemical sensing systems have been deposited on such varied platforms as polymer supports [21, 22] , silica beads [23] and glass slides [24, 25] .
We have been able to synergize the aforementioned concepts to develop a new methodology for sensor fabrication and discovery of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on glass [26] . Through the use of a combinatorial approach, we are able to use simple, commercially available fluorophores and small complexing/coordinating molecules directly self-assembled on a glass surface to generate a variety of sensing surfaces able to detect both cations and anions. Additionally, we show that the methodology is fully transferable to the microscale, resulting in individually addressable sensing systems which will allow for the use of HTS techniques to analyze larger libraries in the future.
Fluorescent Monolayers on Glass as Probes Suitable for Combinatorial Methods

General Description
Self-assembly is a valuable alternative to covalent synthesis for the creation of large multifunctional noncovalent assemblies [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Extensive efforts have been made to develop selective self-assembled receptors [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] and ionophores [37] [38] [39] in solution. However, further development of these assemblies into sensing systems is complicated since it requires intrinsic readout functions that signal the binding [40, 41] . Therefore, there is a need for self-organization of selective recognition functionalities and transduction systems. Grandini et al. [42] have described a methodology based on comicellar aggregates, where a specific lipophilic ligand, a fluorophore, and a surfactant self-assemble in water to give a fluorescent Cu(II) sensor. However, immobilization of recognition sites on suitable surfaces might prove more practical in terms of actual device implementation [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] .
SAMs [48] [49] [50] provide a convenient way to produce surfaces with specific chemical functionalities that allow the precise tuning of surface properties. Previously, SAMs have successfully been used to demonstrate that the sensing process is feasible at the monolayer-solution interface [24, 26, 44, [51] [52] [53] . The advantages of SAMs for surface-confined sensing are ease and reproducibility of synthesis [51] , the introduction of additional chelating effects from the preorganization of the surface platform and fast response times [54] .
In terms of detection on SAMs, the use of fluorescence is highly desirable. Its high sensitivity and sub-millisecond temporal resolution make fluorescence-based techniques well suited for HTS, and are quickly replacing the more traditional radiometric technology [55] . In spite of these advantages, fluorescence has hardly ever been used to determine host-guest interactions at the monolayer surface, mainly because most of the systems designed so far have been on gold, which causes quenching of the fluorescence [52, 53] . Glass, however, is an appropriate substrate for the purpose of fluorescence detection of chemical sensing [56] .
Utilizing these strengths and advantages, we have succeeded in using a combinatorial approach as the basis for the design and fabrication of chemical sensing surfaces of SAMs on glass. After depositing a reactive SAM onto a glass surface [50, 57, 58] to form a preorganized two-dimensional platform, fluorophores and small binding groups are sequentially, covalently attached, resulting in a random distribution of fluorophores and small binding groups across the surface (Fig. 1) . This network comprises a dense sensing surface with the fluorophores and binding groups in close proximity to one another. Upon addition of a series of divalent cations or inorganic anions, this network acts synergistically to bind the analyte and translate the binding event into a modulation of the fluorescence intensity. In this way we are able to Thus, by eliminating the need for the design and synthesis of a specific fluorophore-appended receptor on the basis of geometric and electronic complementarity to match the desired guest, and by employing a combinatorial approach to the deposition of layer components, we are able to quickly generate a number of unique sensing systems easily tested for binding efficacy. We are able to show the viability of a combinatorial approach for the generation of simple sensing surfaces, which could be an important consideration in the still relatively unexplored area of surface chemical sensing.
Fabrication Methods
Sensitive fluorescent SAMs consist of a SAM made on glass tailored with two building blocks, small molecules that supply different functionalities acting as binding groups (ureas, amides, thioureas, sulfonamides, etc.), and fluorescent probes for reporting the recognition event. Thus, the surface of a SAM on glass is transformed into a fluorescent sensing system for metal ions without any further preorganization of the ligating functionalities other than the directional orientation lent by the surface itself.
The properties of the layer are a result of the combination of various factors, and are directly dependent on the surface functionalization [26] . Neither the nature of the different binding groups nor that of the fluorescent probe is solely responsible for the recognition process. It is the combination of both features plus the intrinsic structure of the monolayer which supplies the final properties to the sensitive monolayer. Such a monolayer can be considered as an enormous macromolecule with an infinite number of sensitive binding pockets and reporters. With this approach, a very large number of different sensing monolayers can be fabricated by making different combinations of the building blocks that comprise them.
This approach has been shown to work with a number of different fluorescent probes such as the short-wavelength fluorophores dansyl sulfonyl chloride and coumarin chloride and the long-wavelength fluorophores tetramethylrhodamine-5-(and-6)-isothiocyanate [5(6)-TRITC], 5-(and-6)-carboxytetramethylrhodamine, succinimidyl ester [5(6)-TAMRA, succinimidyl ester] and lissamine rhodamine B sulfonyl chloride (each in conjunction with different binding functionalities on the SAM surface.
As a general procedure these sensitive fluorescent SAMs are prepared via a three-step procedure. First, a monolayer of N- [3-(trimethoxysilyl) propyl]-ethylenediamine is formed on a glass substrate (Fig. 2) [59] . This layer is converted into the fluorescent SAM by reaction with an amino-reactive fluorescent probe (such as lissamine, dansyl or coumarin) [24] . Then the residual amino groups (the steric hindrance renders imposible the reaction of every Specifically, two different methods for the fabrication of these sensitive monolayers have been used. These methods differ in the technique used for the covalent attachment of the fluorescent probes (Fig. 2, step ii) while the first and the third fabrication steps (silanation (Fig. 2, step i ) and binding molecule attachment (Fig. 2, step iii) ) are identical for both methods. The first method is a solution-based procedure and the second method is a microcontact printing (µCP) based procedure. In the solution-based procedure (Sect. 2.2.1), all the steps are carried out by sequential dipping of the glass substrate into the different solutions containing the appropriate reactive compound (silane, fluorophore and binding molecule). In the case of the µCP approach, the covalent attachment of the fluorophore is carried out by soft lithography (Sect. 2.2.2). A poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) stamp is submersed in the ink solution (fluorophore) and brought into contact with the amino-reactive surface.
Using the solution-based procedure, we obtain fully covered substrates, while by the µCP-based procedure, discrete areas of coverage are patterned on the substrate, which is convenient in terms of microarray fabrication because different fluorophore probes can be placed on specific, discrete regions of the same glass substrate. Such an array could then be exposed to a guest solution and subsequently the surface fluorescence emission scanned by a confocal microscope for the simultaneous acquisition of the optical data from the individually addressable areas [60] [61] [62] [63] .
Solution-Based Procedure
Cation Sensing
Two small libraries of sensitive fluorescent SAMs were fabricated for cationsensing purposes. The first one (Fig. 3) includes two short-wavelength fluorophores, coumarin and dansyl, and three different complexing functionalities, amino, amido and urea [26] . In this way, each member of the library Fluorescence measurements of the differently funtionalized quartz slides in acetonitrile showed the characteristic emission of each fluorophore, confirming the successful attachment of the fluorophore on the monolayer. 1 Each layer was characterized by contact angle, ellipsometry and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurements, confirming the introduction of the different building blocks.
SAMs of dansyl or coumarin adsorbates were prepared via the solutionbased procedure by forming a covalently attached monolayer of N- [3-(trimethoxysilyl) propyl]ethylenediamine (TPEDA) on the glass substrate [59] . This layer was converted into the dansyl or coumarin SAM by reaction with dansyl chloride or a succinimidyl ester substituted coumarin (Fig. 3) [53] . The residual amino groups were reacted with acetyl chloride or hexyl isocyanate to yield sensing surfaces able to report the binding of various metal cations (Zn 2+ , Pb 2+ and Ca 2+ as perchlorate salts in acetonitrile). This binding was evaluated using the variation in the fluorescence intensity as a function of increasing guest concentration.
For the library functionalized with dansyl, the largest overall response was observed for Pb 2+ , which almost totally quenches the fluorescence response of MD-1 (Fig. 3) at 9 × 10 -3 M. For this surface, with amine as the binding group, 92% quenching of the fluorescence intensity was measured. The other surfaces, MD-2 and MD-3, exhibit 70% quenching of the initial fluorescence. The MD-1 surface is also the best sensing layer for Ca 2+ and Zn 2+ with fluorescence quenching of 52 and 65%, respectively. MD-2 would be the material of choice for the optimal discrimination of Pb 2+ versus Ca 2+ and Zn 2+ because it exhibits the largest response differences (70% quenching for Pb 2+ versus no more than 25% quenching for Ca 2+ or Zn 2+ ). Nevertheless, the urea-rich monolayer MD-3 could offer the possibility of analyzing Pb 2+ and Zn 2+ without any interference from Ca 2+ .
In contrast to the amino-rich dansyl monolayer MD-1, it is instead the amido-rich coumarin monolayer MC-2 that exhibits the largest fluorescence response toward Pb 2+ , undergoing 80% quenching. The amino-terminated coumarin monolayer MC-1 shows unique behavior within the library, with a 20% increase in fluorescence in the presence of Zn 2+ . This enhancement is important for sensor development because it would reduce the likelihood of false-positive signals.
The selectivity of the SAMs was demonstrated by titrating monolayer MC-2 with Pb 2+ in the presence of Ca 2+ and Zn 2+ (1 × 10 -3 M) (Fig. 4) , which induced a similar response (a large quenching) as in the absence of the competing metal ions (approximately 30 and 40% quenching, respectively, for [Pb 2+ ] = 1.2 × 10 -4 M). This shows that with these very simple systems a substantial selectivity can be obtained.
Basabe-Desmonts et al. [64] have shown the broad scope of this approach in regard to component variation by making a second library with the more useful long-wavelength fluorophores, which are compatible with confocal microscopy measuring techniques. As in the previous library, quartz slides were functionalized with TPEDA. The amino-terminated monolayer was sequentially modified with a long-excitation-wavelength fluorophore (TAMRA or lissamine) and a binding group (i.e., amino, aryl-urea, alkyl-urea, aryl-amide, alkyl-amide) (Fig. 5) . Fluorescence measurements were taken in 10 -4 M acetonitrile solutions of perchlorate salts of Cu 2+ , Co 2+ , Pb 2+ and Ca 2+ . As observed in the previous library, the different binding group-fluorophore combinations resulted in a range of different responses (Fig. 5) . 2 When the responses within the fluorophore series were compared, changes in the nature of the binding group were seen to significantly affect the binding profiles. For example, both TAMRA layers, the ureido-substituted TM1 and the amido-substituted TM3, showed an increase in fluorescence upon addition of Ca 2+ and Pb 2+ , with a greater increase for the TM1 layer than the TM3 layer. More impressive is the comparison of ureido-substituted layers TM1 and TM2. While TM1 shows increased fluorescence for both Pb 2+ (65%) and Ca 2+ (90%), TM2, which differs by changing the isopropylphenyl substituent on the binding group for a hexyl group, shows very little change in fluorescence in the presence of these cations. The differences seen between binding groups substituted with an aryl versus an alkyl group are remarkable considering that these substituents, in principle, should not directly coordinate either Pb 2+ or Ca 2+ , and is a case in point of the power of the combinatorial method. Because of the ease of functionalizing different monolayers with different pairs of fluorophore binding molecules, different sensing systems can be easily produced. In this way minimal effort is required to synthesize layers with small variations, which would usually be disregarded in solution-state receptor synthesis.
Within the series of lissamine layers, amino-substituted L0 and ureidosubstituted L1 showed substantial increases in response to Pb 2+ , while virtually no response was seen from other amido and ureido layers, L2-L4. On the other hand, systems L2-L4 showed very large fluorescence quenching upon addition of Co 2+ and Cu 2+ (approximately 80%), while no response was seen for Ca 2+ and Pb 2+ .
As also observed for short-wavelength functionalized libraries, significant differences can be seen when comparing responses between the two fluorophores. For example, hexylamido TAMRA system TM4 shows fluorescence intensity increases for both Ca 2+ (107%) and Pb 2+ (75%), while the corresponding hexylamido lissamine system L4 exhibits virtually no response for these cations. Overall, all systems exhibited a marked fluorescence intensity decrease for Co 2+ and Cu 2+ , although more quenching was seen in the lissamine layers than in the corresponding TAMRA layers. Additionally, TM0 is the best for the sensing of Pb 2+ (121%) versus the other ions owing to the large response differences (Ca 2+ 43%, Co 2+ 68% and Cu 2+ 7%).
Several successful competition studies were performed with these layers. For example, addition of 10 -4 M Ca 2+ to layer L2 induced a 20% fluorescence intensity increase (Fig. 6) . A further addition of 10 -4 M Cu 2+ induced 80% quenching. When reversing the addition, 10 -4 M of Cu 2+ caused a 90% de- 6 Competition studies with the alkyl ureido layer L2 upon addition of perchlorate salts of Pb 2+ , Cu 2+ , Co 2+ and Ca 2+ in acetonitrile were performed. The first metal (M1) was added in concentrations ranging from 10 -5 to 10 -4 M, followed by subsequent additions of the second and third metals (M2 and M3) at 10 -4 M crease in signal, and further addition of 10 -4 M Ca 2+ had no effect, indicating that the layer is selective for Cu 2+ in the presence of Ca 2+ . Additional studies showed that the detection limit of these layers for the different cations is 10 -7 -10 -6 M.
Thus, the fluorophores, the binding groups and their substituents each have a significant impact on the sensitivity and selectivity of the sensing system toward a series of cations. The binding abilities of individual fluorophore-binding group pairs is likely due to a combination of factors such as the cation binding site, whether the binding is shared between various surface functionalities and whether there are steric constraints or additional intermolecular surface interactions induced by noncoordinating substituents, such as changes in monolayer packing, van der Waals forces, cation-π interactions or π-π interactions between the monolayer substituents. 3 
Anion Sensing
Anion recognition in biological systems is achieved via hydrogen bonds by highly preorganized proteins. The complexation properties of these proteins can be mimicked by chemically sophisticated macromolecules with highly preorganized binding sites. Good selectivity in anion binding has also been achieved with more structurally simple cyclic receptors. However, achieving high binding strengths and specificities for anionic guests remains challenging owing to complications such as high heats of hydration, geometric complementarity factors and larger size-to-charge ratios [65] .
The ease and success of the method developed by Crego-Calama and coworkers for cation sensing thus inspired an attempt to apply it to the more difficult field of anion sensing. In this way, a small library of sensitive fluorescent SAMs was fabricated for anion-sensing proposes [64] . An amino-terminated SAM on a quartz slide was functionalized sequentially, in the manner previously described for the cation sensing, with one fluorophore (TRITC or lissamine) and one known anion binding functional group (i.e., amino, amide, sulfonamide, urea or thiourea) (Fig. 7a) . The fluorescence response of the layers to 10 -4 M acetonitrile solutions of tetrabutylammonium salts of HSO 4 -, NO 3 -, H 2 PO 4 -and AcO -anions was recorded (Fig. 7b) . As in the case of sensing the cations, each layer revealed a different response pattern to the anions.
As a general trend, the TRITC systems T0-T4 exhibited a larger magnitude of response to all of the anions than did the corresponding lissamine systems L0 and L5-L8, which illustrates the differences between the two fluorophores. This difference is likely due to the attachment point functionality. TRITC forms a thiourea bond upon reaction with the layer, while lissamine forms a sulfonamide bond. An especially significant response is the large sensitivity of layers T1, T2 and T3 toward H 2 PO 4 -, showing fluorescence quenching from 35 to 50%. Within the lissamine series, L5 functionalized with a thioureido group undergoes 35% quenching in the presence of AcO -, while the same layer has a moderate increase of fluorescence in the presence of HSO 4 -(20%). Noteworthy and important for sensing purposes is the response of the TRITC-functionalized layers T1-T3. The fluorescence response of these layers increased between 24 and 87% in the presence of HSO 4 -, while the same layers showed a fluorescence intensity decrease in the presence of H 2 PO 4 -between 35 and 56%.
As mentioned for the previous libraries, these varied responses (especially the increases in fluorescence) across the library help decrease the chances of false-positives for the individual analytes. Additionally, amino-functionalized T0 is an excellent sensor for HSO 4 -; not only is the magnitude of the fluorescence increase quite large (72%), but it is the only anion that induces such an increase. The addition of AcO -induces a quenching of 34%, while NO 3 -and H 2 PO 4 -result in virtually no response. These results support those found for the previous cation systems, wherein making a "library" of fluorophores and binding groups results in a unique array of responses to the anions.
Also for the anion library two selectivity experiments for the binding of HSO 4 -, NO 3 -and AcO -were conducted with T3. In both experiments, first 10 -4 M NO 3 -was added to a T3 layer, showing no response as expected. Then, two separate experiments were performed reversing subsequent additions of solutions of HSO 4 -and AcO -, ranging from 10 -6 M to 10 -3 M. In each case, the addition of AcO -caused 70% fluorescence quenching, but only when the HSO 4 -was added first did the HSO 4 -result in a fluorescence intensity in- were made ranging from 10 -6 to 10 -3 M. Three additions of AcO -were then made ranging from 10 -6 to 10 -3 M. In experiments c and d, the order was reversed. First, AcO -was added from 10 -6 to 10 -3 M, followed by HSO 4 -from 10 -6 to 10 -3 M crease. Thus, it appears that the system T3 is able to selectively sense 10 -5 M AcO -in the presence of 10 -4 M NO 3 -and 10 -3 M HSO 4 - (Fig. 8) . Additionally, the detection limit of these surfaces for anion sensing has been found to be lower than 10 -6 M.
These findings show that with this methodology it is possible to obtain a degree of sensitivity and selectivity in the detection of a series of inorganic anions, and it could represent an important step forward in the field of anion binding, which often requires significant synthetic effort in order to achieve binding affinity and selectivity.
Miniaturization: Sensing Self-Assembled Monolayer Integrated in a Microchannel
The new approach described for the fabrication of cation-and anion-sensitive fluorescent SAMs is particularly amenable to the transition toward miniaturization and subsequent array format. Analytically, the system allows both for a fingerprint type of response for detection of analyte mixtures, as well as for hand-picking of particularly selective fluorophore-binding group pairs for a specific analyte [66] .
One way to achieve miniaturization using this solution-based procedure is through incorporation of the system into a microchannel. Microchannels are particularly attractive for sensing purposes because they provide a convenient platform for rapid analysis and detection, as has been shown both for biological samples [67] and, more recently, for chemical analytes [68] [69] [70] . Furthermore, it eliminates problems such as solvent evaporation in the preparation of the monolayer and in the analysis, as well as pollution or contamination.
A series of solutions were flowed through a glass microchannel to generate a sensing surface comprising a fluorescent probe and a binding molecule. The synthetic protocol of flowing the monolayer components through the channel intrinsically results in the coating of the entire microchannel. Additionally, having three inlets available allowed us to fill them all with the same solution simultaneously, thus preventing evaporation of the small solvent volumes used. First, the channel was hydroxylated with boiling piraña (solution of 1 : 4 30% H 2 O 2 and concentrated H 2 SO 4 ), followed by sequential deposition of a toluene solution of TPEDA, an acetonitrile solution of TAMRA, and a chloroform solution of p-isopropylphenyl isocyanate to form the TM1 layer inside of the microchannel (Fig. 9a) . Addition of a 10 -4 M acetonitrile solution of the perchlorate salt of Pb 2+ resulted in a 50% increase in fluorescence intensity when compared with the acetonitrile-filled channel in the absence of the analyte, as imaged using confocal microscopy (Fig. 9b, c) . This showed not only that the sensitive system was successfully incorporated on the walls of the microchannel, but that it displayed a response analogous to that of the macroscale TM1 layer. These results showed the initial proof-of-principle for the miniaturized format. In terms of future applications with HTS analysis, it is possible to envision a network with different fluorophore-binding group mixtures in each channel, allowing for the generation of a fingerprint of the entire network with a single fluorescence "snapshot" for a large number of analytes, and additionally, the possibility of regenerating the channel activity for the sequential testing of multiple analytes.
Microcontact Printing Based Procedure
µCP has been used in the past decade to print proteins [71, 72] , peptides [73, 74] and enzymes [75] but, surprisingly, the area of small-molecule printing remains virtually unexplored [76] [77] [78] . In an earlier report we demonstrated the use of µCP as a delivery tool and not simply as a patterning technique, in order to achieve the first microcontact-printed surface on SAMs for the purpose of chemical ion sensing [64] . In this context, µCP is an amenable technique for the creation of discrete functionalized areas on the glass substrate for the generation of a sensitive surface array.
An amino-functionalized TPEDA SAM was synthesized onto a glass surface as described previously. Then a PDMS stamp previously inked in an acetonitrile solution of the fluorophore (TAMRA or lissamine) was brought into contact with the SAM for a few seconds, resulting in the covalent attachment of the fluorophore to the layer. The slide was subsequently immersed in an acetonitrile solution of a reactive molecule for the attachment of the binding groups onto the surface (i.e., urea or amide) at the sites of the unreacted surface amino groups (Fig. 10) .
The slides were first imaged in acetonitrile by laser confocal microscopy, then exposed to a 10 -4 M acetonitrile solution of perchlorate salts of different cations. Finally, the fluorescence changes of the layers upon addition of analyte were recorded (Fig. 11) . For example, layer L3, microcontact-printed with the lissamine fluorophore and functionalized with a p-propylbenzoyl amide Fig. 10 Generation of the patterned, sensitive monolayers using microcontact printing. a An amino-terminated monolayer on a glass surface is brought into contact with a poly(dimethylsiloxane) stamp inked with a fluorophore, resulting in the covalent attachment of the fluorophore to the amino-terminated monolayer (b). c Functionalization of the remaining free amino groups with reactive molecules Fig. 11 a Fluorescence confocal microscope images of the systems TM1 and L3 in contact with acetonitrile (left) and in contact with a 10 -4 M Ca 2+ and Cu 2+ solution in acetonitrile, respectively (right). b Profile of cross sections of the image of TM1 before (a) and after (b) addition of Ca 2+ ; y -axis is the fluorescence intensity (counts per pixel) and the x -axis is in microns. c Relative fluorescence intensity of systems TM1 and L3 in the presence of 10 -4 M acetonitrile solutions of Pb 2+ , Cu 2+ , Co 2+ and Ca 2+ as perchlorate salts. d Array of fluorescence confocal microscope images of the systems L3 and TM1 in contact with acetonitrile (first spot) and the metal salt solutions. The printed surface is not perfectly homogeneous, and the array spots depict only a very small area and are meant to be a pictorial representation only, whereas the quantitative values for the fluorescence intensity changes are taken as an average over the whole measuring surface [79] binding group, resulted in quenching of 70% for Cu 2+ and 82% for Co 2+ , and little response toward Pb 2+ and Ca 2+ . On the other hand, for the TAMRA layer TM1 with a ureido binding group, responses were completely different. A dramatic 179% increase was seen in the fluorescence for Ca 2+ (Fig. 11a, b) and a 98% increase for Pb 2+ , while there was very little response for both Co 2+ and Cu 2+ .
In the future, it would be possible to generate a microsensing array comprising different printed fluorophores and either cross-printed or reacted in solution with reactive molecules to obtain certain surface binding groups. The advantage of this approach, as illustrated in Fig. 11d , is the direct qualita-tive visualization of the sensing process, which is amenable to and compatible with HTS.
Conclusions
A new combinatorial approach where the sequential deposition of a fluorophore and a binding group randomly distributed onto a SAM on glass results in a sensing system for cations and anions has been developed. Through a combinatorial approach to the generation of sensitive surfaces from commercially available, simple small molecules, and by means of a simple analytical protocol, the possibility to generate in situ a huge number of sensing probes exists without the necessity of independent design and synthesis of receptor molecules. Furthermore, labeling or library deconvolution to determine successful sensing systems is rendered unnecessary. The overall simplicity of the system is its strength, in that it imparts generality to the methodology in terms of both sensing system generation and exploration of microanalysis technology. The transfer of the methodology to the microscale was evidenced by producing the first covalently bound sensing system in a glass microchannel and through a new use of µCP. Both of these miniaturization protocols open the possibility for integration with HTS techniques for analysis of larger libraries. Furthermore, if insufficient selectivity is obtained and, given a data set containing a number of general trends, the overall responses can be taken as a whole fingerprint representing a unique response for each analyte.
